
OUR LIGHTEST-EVER 
DINNERWARE 
Gala™ brings a lot to the table, and yet it is the light-
est-weight dinnerware we’ve ever made. How light? 
The Gala 10-3/8” plate comes in at a slight 23.9 ounc-
es. It’s also a brand-new shape! 

Gala is the ultimate accompaniment for high-end 
restaurants and other white-tablecloth environments, 
all catering and banquet operations, and any other 
dining occasion.

Elegant and refined, Gala is ultra lightweight for max-
imum ease of use, but still has the durability we’ve 
built our reputation on for maximum wear life. Made 
in the USA and covered by our famous lifetime lim-
ited warranty against chipping under normal usage 
conditions.

AMERIWHITE®
GALA™

The Homer Laughlin China Company was 
hurtling forward, building new Plants #7 and 

#8, replacing bottle kilns with tunnel kilns, 
and hiring Frederick Hurten Rhead, one 
of the world’s most illustrious ceramists. 
Plants #1, #2, and #3 in East Liverpool were 
closed permanently, while the company 

reached peak employment of 3,500 people 
at the five Newell plants.

1927-1929
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How to build your HLC part number:
ITEM #  PATTERN #
(bold #s)  (unbold #s)

ITEMS
GALA™

platters
11-1/2" X 8-5/8"   17137400
9" X 6-7/8"   17147400

wide rim plates
12-1/4"   17337400
11-1/4"   17007400 
10-3/8"   17017400 
9"    17027400 
7-3/4"    17037400 
6-1/4"    17047400

bowls
8"  10 oz  17157400 
6" 4 oz  17077400 

ovide bouillon
 10 oz 17237400 

stack bouillon
 8 oz  17227400 

mug
 14 oz  17167400 

ovide cup
 10 oz  17107400

saucer
6-1/2"   17127400 

mid rim plates
10-3/8"    17177400 
9"    17187400 
7-3/4"    17197400 
6-1/2"    17207400 

stack cup
 8 oz  17117400 

bowls
11-1/4" 14 oz  17087400 
9-1/2" 12 oz  17057400 

MID RIM 

WIDE RIM 

Two plate styles are available. 
Wide Rim frames food and maximizes 
the appearance of portion sizes. Mid Rim 
offers up to 50% more plating space.

English Ivy Grey 7401 Gossamer Pink 42129Gossamer Gray 42128

GALA CAN BE CUSTOM DECORATED, 
OR CHOOSE FROM THESE ELEGANT 
GALA PATTERNS COLLECTIONS.

Ella*

 gold 7405 platinum 7407

Mia*

 gold 7404 platinum 7406
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